Excerpts of “The Need to be Heard” by Audrey Ryan
COMMENTARY (and other trifelings and bitchings…)

Stages of a DIY career:
(These may not happen in order and you may not experience all of these stages but assuming you
take on this crazy career and make it your business to make music chance are you will experience
quite a few of them.)

1. Stars in Your Eyes- inevitably when you start out you have a lot of dreams you’re ready to put
into motion. And just like at the beginning of a new hot romance, you’re in the honeymoon stage
of your career, you only see the good parts. You know you are a talented artist and write great
songs and there is nothing that can stop you. All you need is to find some good musicians to play
with and start getting your stage act together to take it public. Because you’re still in the creative
process it’s as though you’re keeping a big secret from the rest of the world. You long for that
first show when you will expose all the great music you have up your sleeve.

2. Ambitious and Focused- after your first show there is only one thing to do. Get more shows.
So you focus on getting together a demo and press kit and sending it out to clubs around town
and the region. You also start looking for opportunities for your music in whatever ways you can;
agents, labels, lawyers, and soliciting anyone you think could possibly help you. This is the stage
where you hustle your music to anyone in the industry that will listen to it. You buy all those
books like “How to Make it in the Music Business,” and “Everything you Need to Know about the
Music Business”. You are determined to conquer and as long as you have energy this stage can
last quite a while.

3. Making a Masterpiece- of course it doesn’t take long for you to realize you need a record
that people can have in their hands to mark as your work and also so you can get reviews like all
the “big bands”. So you go about making your debut record. And maybe if you’ve saved some
money you find a studio recommended to you by other musicians and you set about making your
masterpiece. It takes quite a bit of time and money but you go about it meticulously and at the
end you’re convinced you have a hit record in your hands and now all you need to do is press it
and send it out to all the industry people.

4. Questioning- after you’ve made your record you find that getting reviews is in fact quite hard.
And not only that, sometimes they write things that are pretty critical as though they don’t like it!
Or as though it’s just a mere doodle, like “this is a decent debut from this band, but the record
could use more substance, let’s hope to hear more from them …”. You question how they could
be so critical about a masterpiece. Plus a lot of the labels you sent it to didn’t even get back to

you, and some of them took a pass, others say constructive things like “nice record, but we’re not
signing right now.”

5. Career Cruise Control- this is the inbetween stage that can last quite some time. It’s when
you realize that things aren’t as easy as you thought they were going to be but you’re still
determined so you keep going at it anyway. By going at it you play lots of gigs, loose members,
get new members, write new songs, try new sounds, and book shows at a lot of the clubs in your
region you’ve heard about. You make a lot of new musician friends by playing on the same bill
with bands you get along with. So you start booking shows with your friend’s band and even
create a little scene. All the while of course you have a day job that allows you to pay your rent
and the expense of a lifestyle about the town considering you spend a lot of what you make at
your day job on gear and other necessities for your band. This can be a fairly fun and comfortable
stage in your career because you’re quite active in your local music scene and having fun and
meeting lots of new people all while having money coming in from a reliable source. Of course
you’re doing all this with the hope that people will take notice, your fanbase will grow, and some
industry people will by chance catch one of your shows and doors will open.

6. Leap of Faith- some bands will stay in their region and remain in career cruise control
indefinitely until they run out of gas so to speak (usually in the form of settling down and having
families or just getting fed up with it). Others will make it their duty to take their career to the
next level even if they have no label or support system to help them make that happen. This is
essentially the definition of a DIY touring musician. They will either quit their day jobs all
together or get a flexible job and hit the road. They will book all their own shows based on what
they’ve heard are good places to play in unknown towns and by looking at other bands tours
online. They will try and send out their CD to press and radio on their own with little success
(because artists with real labels have publicists who have priority it seems). They send posters a
month ahead of time and just hope they get there and up on the wall at the clubs. They take their
show on the road DIY style. Touring they find is a lot of fun and you meet lots of new people and
all kinds of interesting scenarios occur, it’s quit the adventure. It’s living on the edge. Somewhere
between a highway and Flying J. They also find that night to night the crowd can be completely
unpredictable, sometimes they play with a decent local band who bring some people, and other
times they pretty much play to themselves. And the money is a toss up as well. Sometimes they
make gas money, sometimes they don’t. If a show goes bad and no one comes they still go back
to some random dudes house they met at the show, get shit-faced, and watch Bladerunner uncut
version.

7. Anger & Denial- having finally realized the fact that you didn’t get anything you thought you
would out of your music career you become quite angry and cynical. You don’t understand how
you could have put so much effort into making music, playing shows, and recording and not
gotten more attention from it. Not to mention you spent all your money and all your time into
making music over the past 5-10 years. Meanwhile people you grew up with have masters
degrees and PhDs and good jobs, some already have families. They own property and drive cars

without rust. You have a shitty job that you’re sick of that you thought was just temporary until
your band made it. You just got out of your last turbulent relationship with some crazy bitch you
met at a show and you wish you could just get the fuck out of town. Unfortunately, you’re too
broke to go anywhere and your parents finally stopped lending you money last year.

8. Utilitarian- having come to terms with the fact that a lot of the shows you’ve played are not
even worth your time you start to become quite utilitarian about your career and only do things
that come your way that are worth a damn. So when a friend offers you a show on a weeknight at
some so so venue where you know there will only be a few people, you take a pass. You realize
there is no need to put yourself out all the time like you used to just to seem busy so your friends
think you have a lot of shows. You’re fine to just live your life and do a good show if it happens
to come your way. So when another friend asks you if you want to go on tour and play in towns
where no one has ever heard of you, you think about it and wage that even though you would
probably have some fun, playing to nobody in strange places kind of sucks. And when it comes
down to it you’d rather stay at home and hang out with your girlfriend and watch some good
dvds.

9. Over ita.)
A mix of relief and anger. Relief that you know that you don’t have to put yourself out
anymore to play shitty shows that aren’t really worth it anyway, angry that you still meet people
all the time that are still “holding on to the dream” and you wonder how they can’t see how
fruitless that will be for them. But being over it can be like a large weight lifting from your soul.
It’s not as though you aren’t still a tortured artists. Of course you are. But you’re just letting go of
the dream that your state of artistry will reach the masses. You’re coming to grips with the reality
that the music business is a bunch of bullshit and it’s much easier to blame the fact that you
didn’t get what you deserve on that, then you’re not good enough. Of course you’re good
enough. A lot of your peer musicians think you’re hot shit in the scene. You’ve actually come a
long way in your career in many ways. You have local notoriety, just not much beyond that. But
you start to think about life’s other callings. That you’ve always wanted to own a house in Maine
relatively close the ocean, and you’ll never get that making music for a cut of the door for
eternity. Plus you’re even getting sick of bars and the clubs scene. In some odd way you’re
maturing beyond the rock world where you’ve slummed it for so long. In fact you’re starting to
loathe the whole damn “scene”. You have fantasies of graduate school and owning a car without
rust. You’re starting to think about alternative careers and your financial viability in the future.
It’s all so practical. It’s so not rock and roll. But you don’t really give a fuck anymore.

b.)
When you meet someone who is cynical and jaded and thinks everything and everyone kind
of sucks, they are over it. They’ve been there and done that and know that it sucks. They’ve been
in a band that’s toured all over the place. They’ve almost been signed to a major record label like
ten times. They’ve been in multiple multiple bands, they’ve seen all kinds of crazy shit. They have
no romantic views of what the world has to offer them by playing music. They are a bit burned

out and getting older and when a young optimistic band comes up to them and says, “hey didn’t
you play drums in “the Duchebags”?” you’re like, “yeah I fucking did, so what?” You think
everyone sucks and you hate people who don’t know yet how much it sucks and you are dying to
shake them and say “wake the fuck up, you will never be famous, you will never be a rockstar,
stop fucking trying.” Most of your friends are other burnt out rockers because younger people
who still have some stars in their eyes will most likely have nothing to do with you no matter
what band you played with ten years ago because you’re an asshole.

How you know you’re over it:
*People ask you for a CD and you say “are you sure you want one?”
*You count the hours before your arrive back home from a tour.
*When people want to party after a show you fall asleep in the van so you don’t have to go inside.
*When someone asks your opinion on someone’s music you always talk about how much it sucks.
*When it comes down to it, you just don’t really give a shit. Period.

10. Zen- if you ever reach this stage then you have successfully beat us all at this game. If you’ve
made music, toured, slummed it, lived the musician’s life, and then gone on to live a normal,
happy, and positive life where you only focus on the good things that came out of it, then you’ve
somehow miraculously evolved into a nice person post all the bullshit. You think of your music
career as what you did when you were young and that it was a lot of fun. You think of that time
fondly. You still play music at home, you even have your own little music room with all your nice
guitars and gear, sometimes your buddies come over and jam. Sometimes they talk about getting
a band together and doing a gig, but you’re not really into playing out again, those times are
over. You have a good job that you more or less enjoy and a great family and you certainly don’t
miss all those crazy rock and roll times you had in your twenties. But you also wouldn’t trade it
for the world.

Bonus stage: You “Made it”- If you’ve “made it” you’ve quit your day job and actually make a
good living off of your music, you tour internationally and have a good turnout at your shows
wherever you go. And most likely you have a team of people surrounding you that help make that
happen. You have a manager, booking agent, label, publicist, ect. Basically everything you need
to actually be successful in the modern industry (even most artists who start out “DIY” that have
success will then hire a team once they reach a certain level).
You’re a “rockstar” and people think you’re awesome. And maybe you get too high on your
horse and drink too much and start snorting coke. Or maybe you keep your ego and drug habits
in check. Either way your home life suffers. And maybe you resolve that by severing ties at home
and only sleeping with groupies or dating people in the band or roadies. Or your manager. Why
not? Life is good. The only thing that is up in the air is how damn long it will all last. All I can say
is ride that wave while it’s there cause it could disapear in the blink of an eye. Fame is fleeting.

Immortality is reserved for troubadour nutbags like Dylan and the Stones who make too much
money to get off the damn road no matter how shriveled up they look in tight pants.

Entitlement 101

Entitlement- (noun) the fact of having a right to something. Whether one has a particular
entitlement or right is irrelevant to whether or not that opinion is true or false. To assert the
existence of the right is a failure to assert any justification for the opinion.

Translation artists who are entitled believe they deserve fame and fortune and feel this way
outside any reality-based reasoning method. It’s an internal self-delusion.

Example any artist you know who refers to their record as a “masterpiece”, who thinks a record
deal, fanbase, and publicity should just miraculously fall in their lap because of how talented they
think they are.

Five things to know before you get your heart set on being a Rockstar…

1. The Market is Saturated more than it’s ever been before. Blame it on myspace. Blame is on
American Idol. Blame it on our culture’s ever increasing obsession with stardom. For a while
I had this theory that it was in the water, it was as though everyone woke up one day and
decided they were a musician, and a singer-songwriter to boot. We’re a dime a dozen. The
market is diluted endlessly with new bands galore, new solo artists, so don’t kid yourself
about that, it ain’t nothing new.

2. Touring is only getting harder as a result of the fact that there are more and more bands
hitting the road, gas is more expensive, and clubs are not increasing at the rate of demand
nor paying more (some would argue less). When I started out touring gas was under two
dollars a gallon, now it’s almost four dollars a gallon (and will only continue to rise), that
means twice as much money to fill your tank and you certainly are not making twice as
much at the clubs. With the recession on it will affect how clubs pay artists, it will also
affect the amount of people who will come out to clubs since entertainment is really just
expendable income. To add insult to injury I would further argue that the laws in most
states are making it harder and harder for DIY clubs to exist, cops go out of their way now
to bust shows up, the government wants their cut of any money you might make outside
their realm. But try and go legit and get a liquor license…good luck, there’s a waiting list
and it’s about the price of a house to get one in most cities.
3. It’s really difficult to stand out, sound “original”, be “unique”, in this day and age. Not to
say it can’t be done, it’s just harder because so much of “it” already has been done. People
go out of their way now to create a weird image to garnish attention because if the music
you play is inevitably derivative then maybe at least you can create an original image. Well,
maybe. Most bands nowadays are just regurgitating the 80’s…
4. Most labels are at a signing freeze because they don’t know the future of the record
industry. With CD sales at an all time low and file sharing the norm, how can you make any
money as a label? Plus there’s lots of speculation that major labels will dissolve in the next
five odd years as a result of how the industry has shifted away from records. This is good
for independent artists and should be good for indie labels, yet you can still bet that most
indie labels right now are just hoping to keep their shirt.
5. In the new music business when CDs are obsolete and major labels don’t exist anymore
there is only one thing that will stand out: your live performance. So if you are a hack at
your instrument and a boring shoegazer on stage then keep it in the living room.

Touring: Triumph, Trepidation & Torture: what it’s really like to “DIY” tour…

I first went on tour when I was still in college and traveled with a band I was friends with for
some weekend shows out of town. I remember one trip in particular; I had a cold but sang and
played violin with them anyway. We performed at a small hippie college that night and afterwards
some of the students threw us a little party at some dudes house. I remember a guy next to me on
the couch asking me if this is what I do; travel around playing music. I was dying to say, “yes, I
just tour for a living”, but in reality I was a college student myself and had homework due on
Monday. I had such a romantic view of life on the road back then. And even after college when I
went on my first tour with a band as a side-woman (playing violin, mandolin and sang harmony) I
thought it was so cool to play in bars in Memphis and sleep on air mattresses and couches at fans
houses, meet new people every night, see new states and cities, it was all so exciting and
adventurous.
Now about six years after college and having gone on numerous tours (let’s say somewhere
upwards of thirty tours in the US and Europe) I can say my romantic views of life on the road have
faded into a knowing reality of the grittier parts of that lifestyle. Mind you most of the tours I’ve
been on have been DIY style. I booked my own shows, did my own publicity, sent out the posters
a month before the shows and then just jumped in my car/van with mapquest directions (recently
bought a GPS…thank god). There was no tour manager or agent to call with issues. If the vehicle
broke down it was my problem (or my wallet’s problem…). Sometimes I was alone and sometimes

I was with three other people I felt accountable for. Good experiences included any night with a
great gig where there was a good crowd and we were well received and sold lots of CDs and felt
like it was all worthwhile. Bad experiences including being broken down on the side of a destitute
highway somewhere in the South and playing shows to empty rooms and making no money on a
night when we had just spent a hundred bucks on gas getting there from a few states away with
much higher expectations.
So yeah, I guess the truth is touring can be tough unless you’re traveling in a nice big bus
where you can sleep while someone else drives and you’re making good money. Otherwise it’s
driving all day, stopping at gas stations and fast food, and playing all night. Not eating well, not
sleeping enough, and usually drinking too much cause the beer is free or cheap. Overall; not a
great lifestyle (even if it’s a shitload of fun…). And it’s really hard to be healthy when you’re
traveling. Most of the time you’re crashing on couches at friends and fans houses and when that’s
not an option your at a cheap hotel. This kind of touring gets old. You do it for the exposure and
with the hope that it gets better. Don’t get me wrong: it can be a lot of fun. I’ve had my fair share
of great experiences on the road and have lots of stories and have met lots of great people. But
it’s also exhausting.
Money is inconsistent. Unless you have a booking agent who gets you solid guarantees or
you’re playing the college circuit (great money but usually blah gigs..) you probably won’t make
much. Most relatively unknown bands face a loss when they tour. And this is easy to imagine if
you think how much it costs to fuel a van long distances, feed let’s say four people a day, and get
a hotel each night. I’d say nowadays you need upwards of two hundred dollars a day to cover the
expenses on the road for a full band. And unfortunately it’s hard to make that much each night at
clubs around the country. Especially if you’re on split bills with other bands. Sometimes you have
to play all night, three long sets, to make a good guarantee of three hundred bucks or so.
Otherwise it’s a tough market and more and more bands are trying to tour only making it harder
to get those gigs.
Vehicles can also be the worst money sucks in my experience. I bought a van for three
thousand bucks and put about three more into it, as shit started to break on it all over the place.
We broke down three times on tour before it finally shit the bed beyond my wallets abilities and I
lost my investment altogether. Well, I guess it did get me through about four tours…four tours
where altogether I probably made well under the six grand I put into that hunk of junk. Not to
even mention gas and expenses (and it was a gas guzzler). Sometimes you have to wager the
experience against the expense. Vans are gambles and money sucks, so be careful when you’re
buying one. Or just rent one to play it safe. Do what the band Piebald does and turn a diesel into a
veggie oil burner. They get from coast to coast for the price of a tank of gas. That’s pretty good at
about four dollars a gallon for 3,000 miles. At 15 miles per/gallon (probably the average for vans)
that’s about eight hundred bucks one way.
And there’s a breaking point. A point where you either make some progress (and a profit) or
throw the towel in. I guess in my case having toured a year as a side-woman for another band and
about four years playing my own material, I can say I’m reaching the end of my emotional rope so
to speak. Basically where something either changes or I move on.

This last tour I just went on embodied a lot of my issues with touring. It was self- booked as
I’ve toured the South many times and have a decent amount of contacts. I traveled alone for the
first two weeks and my car broke down in the middle of rural West Virginia about four days into
the tour. The alternator died. I missed my show that night and had to pay to get the car fixed of
course. Overall, a loss of about $250 (about $150 for the repairs and $100 I lost from the show).
It wasn’t fun because not only did I have to wait around for the car, but believe me, breaking down
in rural West Virginia when you are a female alone is quite unsettling. I nearly had a nervous
breakdown at the side of the road. I called a friend and said “this is it, when I get home from this
tour I’m done with this shit.” (Needless to say I got home and went on another solo tour about
three weeks later…)
The only thing that calmed me down was my entertaining tow truck driver (and make sure
you have AAA, it’s essential for touring…). He was from a small town in West Virginia and had
been writing a science fiction novel for the past four years. This came up when I told him I’m
originally from Maine and he of course mentioned his love for Stephen King. The tow truck
driver’s novel took place in his small town and was about a bug that had some strange sci fi
material it would inject into people such that it would possess them. I’m not really sure what
would happen to them at this point in the book but I suspect they become zombies and start
killing each other. Anyway, he was quite the character and was helpful in diagnosing my car such
that the mechanic couldn’t rip me off.
After I got my new alternator the car managed to keep it together for the rest of the tour
but my spirit was more or less broken. In general, I felt sad and cynical about all the work I had
put into touring and how hard it really was and at times misfortunate. I could tell something had
changed for me; my sense of adventure and interest in the touring lifestyle had been replaced by
more of a general fear and apathy where I just wanted to make it home in one piece.
I considered cutting the tour short or turning around but what really helped me get through
it was the fact that I acquired a companion half way through the trip. Steve had gotten a show with
his label, Hydrahead, at SXSW and flew to Atlanta to drive down to Texas with me. Even though he
doesn’t drive stick and was of no help in driving, he was great company to talk to, spin the ipod,
and generally make the long trip bearable. He also sang with me on some of my songs and when I
had a show that was long enough, he’d play a set as well.
The gigs were up and down. Atlanta was cool at an artist space, it was intimate and fun,
they even had a bonfire in the backyard. Athens was cool too, nice people in that little artist city,
and the gig was attentive and welcoming. New Orleans was a bit of a joke, we played a coffeeshop
with hardly any people, but the upside was that we got to walk around the French Quarter for an
hour or so which was a nice break from the long drive from Atlanta to Austin.
SXSW was SXSW, crazy and overwhelming, but somehow worth it. On the way back home we
played in Charlotte and Greenville NC, Johnson City TN, Louisville KY, and Charleston WV. A lot of
the shows were so so with the exception of Greenville and Johnson City where the crowds were
attentive and bought CDs. At the other shows we either played to the other bands or to an
inattentive crowd. Steve flew back from Baltimore and I’m still in Maryland right now at my
grandfather’s house resting up a few days before driving back home.

Steve emailed me the night he got back, it was Easter and he wanted to be with his family
plus he had a show that night at Brandeis college, apparently a show that went well, he wrote:

Tonight I also emphasized to the audience how much I appreciated them listening as
attentively as they did. I told them that almost nothing feels worse than for a true musician to play
alone in a room of people who don’t care. It made me think of all you’re been through. I saw some
of it on this trip first hand. We were hit hard in Charleston. But we did well in Johnson City. And it
got pretty low in Louisville just playing to the other bands.
But no one can ever be happy all the time. Not even people doing what they love. Especially
people doing whatever it is that they truly love to do. But I would rather do what we were doing for
the past week and a half than any other job I can think of. Because there’s room to grow in it.

I guess that was Steve’s way of saying don’t give up. And I’m not. But I certainly have lost all
my romantic views of touring I started out with. And I’m definitely glad to be home, finally…

Hitting Rock Bottom and sticking to it; My words of wisdom:

I guess it still amazes me looking back at how many times I hit some sort of a rock bottom
with touring but still managed to get home in one piece with my tail between my legs and

curiously start booking another tour. It’s as though I had no memory of how brutal that last one
had gone and was anxious to prove to myself that it could be much much better. And hey,
sometimes it was better. But sometimes it was even worse. In any case here are some random
words of advice to those unknown bands whom are about to set out on the road to spread their
music to the people:

•

Never tour North in the winter. (unless you live in Florida and are going to North Carolina
or something). The Northeast and the Midwest are famous for snow storms, icy roads, and
other bad driving conditions, so stay away from about December to March/April.

•

Never tour South in the summer. (unless you have really good AC in your van and love to
cook the second you get outside). Plus the summer is when people go to the lake and have
barbeques, it’s rarely a time they go to clubs on a hot night. The only shows worth doing in
the south in the summer would be outdoor festivals or something of that nature. Some
would argue that you shouldn’t tour at all in the summer unless you are doing festivals.
Plus gas prices historically go up in summer…well sometimes…it depends on what war and
hurricane is on at any given time these days…

•

If you tour in Europe in the Summer your plane ticket will be twice as much. That’s
just a fact. Call a travel agent and ask.

•

Don’t head out on a tour with a shitty vehicle. It’s never worth it, even if you have AAA. If
you break down in a weird place there is no telling how long it will take you to get to help.
Plus mechanics come in all different types and some will take you for a metaphorical ride
knowing that they can because you have no choice but to get a quick fix and keep on
moving. Also if you do break down chances are your tour will automatically be in the red
due to the cost of repairs and plus you might very well miss your gig that night and
consecutive nights.

•

If there is no guarantee at a show there is no guarantee. This might sound selfexplanatory but seriously, if you book a bunch of shows where it’s a door deal or split or a
pass the hat situation, don’t kid yourself that you’re going to be making $400 a night.
You’ll be lucky if you make $50-100 in most situations. Sometimes less or nothing, that’s
just a fact. If you really want to have a successful tour you need upfront guarantees of
money that will cover your expenses, but good luck getting that if you are a completely
unknown band.

•

Fact: Most DIY bands tour at a loss. This isn’t to say that some DIY bands don’t make
money touring, because some bands get a real buzz on and make a whole career out of it
like Widespread Panic or something. But otherwise, most unknown bands, without a label
and promotion, that book their own shows, are going to tour at a loss. This is a fact
because gas is expensive, food costs money, and if you don’t find a place to crash each
night with friends or people you meet at the shows then hotels cost money. So with a full
band you are looking at expenses of 100-200+ a day in a van, which is tough to make
back with door deal gigs.

•

Merch is an inconsistent variable. I’ve said this before but with the digital age it’s hard to
sell CDs although if you’re really good people should buy them anyway. Other forms of
merch such as t-shirts, lighters, pins, stickers, and all that jazz are good to have handy.
But one fact is that if you shove your merch in a corner and only mention it once during
your show (or not at all) only the diehard people will come find you after your set. Bands
that have a merch person who either goes around with CDs and a mailing list or is running
a very present table will always do better at sales than bands that have no one manning
their merch. Of course band members can do it themselves after the show as well and
sometimes that works better because people want to talk to the musicians. Your sales will
only be as good as you are proactive in making people know you have merch available.
That said if you are annoying and pushy about selling your merch people will only be
driven away, especially if your music sucks.

•

Be realistic about how far you can drive in one day. It amazes me when I hear about
bands playing a show in Colorado one day and in Texas the next. Why anyone who would
do that is beyond me. I realize that if you have a band of four people and you split up
driving time anything is possible. But just remember that being in a van non-stop for days
on end sucks. It’s uncomfortable and boring. Plus your vehicle is more likely to have issues
if you run it too much for too long and don’t let the engine take a good rest. One band I
know drove from New York City all the way back to Charlotte, NC in one haul after a gig.
The guy driving their Honda van was flooring it at about 90 mph the whole way with a
trailer hitched on the back full of gear. Around four in the morning smoke came billowing
from the engine and the whole damn thing went. It cost about three grand to replace that
engine which I’m sure their gig in NYC didn’t even make a dent in that kind of repair. It’s
always better to book gigs relatively close together. Two to five hours of driving a day is
plenty. Eight-hour days suck. And if you do have a really long drive home you’re always
better off stopping halfway and splurging for a room at the Motel 6 (which should run you
about forty bucks or so) than driving your vehicle into the ground in an insane effort to
haul ass home.

•

Crashing at “fans” houses is at your own risk. I hope that would be pretty selfexplanatory as well. Don’t kid yourself about what kind of place you are crashing at when a
“fan” says it’s cool to go back to his house and stay. Typically they are dirty and you end up
on a couch if you are lucky and the floor most likely. Make sure to bring a decent air
mattress that keeps the air in it if you are doing tour couch surfing. Plus there is always
some amount of danger involved in staying with complete strangers. Nothing has ever
actually happened to me but one night we stayed with a dude we met at a bar we played at,
we went back to his place and he made us all a stiff glass of whisky and we sat around
talking in his living room. At around three in the morning told us that he was on probation
from jail. Luckily it turned out to be for dealing drugs and not for murdering someone, but
it still freaked us out anyway.

•

Bad Food and lighting the candle at both ends will occur. Unless you make an effort to
go to the supermarket and have a kitchen to cook in within your tour vehicle, you will
inevitably end up eating shitty food a lot on tour, fast food most likely. If you are
established enough to have a rider you should always include food and make sure it is of a

somewhat healthy nature. Most clubs should otherwise offer you free food or at least halfpriced food, if they don’t they are a bad club, or at least not a musician friendly club. Same
goes for alcohol. But this is how you can get yourself in trouble. Most clubs will give you
free alcohol all night, or a few free beers then discounted, or a couple drink tickets, or a
general discount, but either way alcohol is always readily available and either free or cheap
on tour. Most bands I know that tour end up drinking every night. Which can be dangerous
if you are trying not to turn into an alcoholic. I guess the main thing to mention here is that
you should make sure you always have someone in the band who either doesn’t drink or
can handle their alcohol enough to make sure you get from your gig back to a safe place to
sleep that night. I know a band that got a DUI on tour after a show and that couldn’t have
been much fun.
•

Touring can be really fun but it can also be really taxing. Yes, touring is a total and
complete whirlwind ride and some of the experiences are completely exceptional and
inspirational and sometimes weird and fucked up. Either way it’s something that is best
done in your twenties, at least on the level that I’ve been speaking of above. If you are
making good money and have a name for yourself you can ride that wave well into your
sixties or seventies like the Stones or Dylan. Otherwise it catches up to you pretty quick
and you have to admit to yourself when you’ve had enough (like me, as I’m trying to admit
to myself my own semi-retirement by sharing my experiences of touring with you). I gave it
a good six years, which I think was plenty. It’s only now that these conditions I’ve spoken
of have really started to bother me (the gigs that don’t end up paying enough for gas and
the shitty sleeping conditions and shitty food…). But if I wasn’t getting older I might have
the stamina to do it forever, who knows. It’s really fun to meet new people and to make
music and share that with people. No doubt. The lifestyle comes at a price tag though. And
it can mess with your sanity and your ability to create a stable home life, and all that sort of
stuff. It can also mess with your health, I’ve developed a bad back in the last year which I
know is a direct result of touring from constantly sleeping in different beds and being
cramped in planes, trains, cars, and deflating air mattresses. So just be aware. It ain’t no
picnic.

Band Chemistry 101

Talking about all this touring just got me thinking about all the different tours I’ve been on
and how the best ones were always very dominated by the people I was with. Basically if you get
along with your bandmates and have strong friendships and can help each other out emotionally
whilst spending 24 hours a day together for weeks on end, then you will have a much better time.
When I was playing in this one band I remember really getting along with the bass player but
feeling somewhat indifferent towards the drummer and up and down about the lead guy. But it
was really the bass player who made it bearable for me. So when he quit the band and they got a
new bass player, who I was also indifferent to, I found myself with no real friend on tour and it
was the beginning of the end, actually I think that was the last tour I ever did with that band.

The first tour I ever went on with my own band was really quite an interesting scenario. We
toured as a three-piece band. The drummer was my good buddy from college, Pete (who I
mentioned before, he just recently graduated from law school, lucky bastard…), and was generally
the friendly peacemaker of the trio. The bass player, Casey, was also a singer-songwriter in his
own right. Casey made it quite clear that if he were to go on tour he would want to get paid what
he would loose from taking time off from work. Since that didn’t seem possible I negotiated with
him that we would pay him as much as we could and that as an incentive he could open for all the
shows. I spent hours and hours booking that double-bill tour, the first tour I had booked ever so
it took extra long.
When we set out on the tour each night Casey would play his solo set first and then the
band would do it’s show. It seemed to work out fine. It was a win/win situation. However, as the
tour went on and on, he became more and more unbearable. He was allergic to cats so he refused
to stay in half the places we were offered. He also was very cheap and generally demanding. It
became quite evident early on that he had only come on the tour to promote his own music but it
wasn’t working out as he had planned. He sold one CD during the whole tour, which was a twelve
date tour, while the band sold upwards of fifty or more CDs. Plus people were responding to the
band and not as much to his solo sets.
It didn’t take long until Casey was pulling a near diva fit. The last night of the tour Pete and
I went for a beer at a bar to get away from him. He then kept calling us from my cousin’s
apartment because there was a cat and he said it was trying to attack him. He was sleeping in a
loft high above the ground so we told him to put a blanket on the ladder. He called back that the
cat hat climbed up the blanket. We told him to go sleep in the van. Basically he made everything
our problem as if we had control over the situation. Meanwhile Pete and I were getting drunk and
bitching about him and came to the agreement that we had had enough. The next day we drove
home and after I dropped off Pete I told Casey that it wasn’t going to work. He then claimed that
the reason he had been acting the way he had was because he thought I wasn’t supportive of his
music. I explained to him that most people would be psyched to go on a tour that someone else
had booked where they opened each night. In the end I knew it was his ego that could never deal
with being in a band playing someone else’s music. And that was the end of my time playing with
Casey. It was quite a relief.
The next band I formed was composed of three guys and me. Everyone got along really well.
Almost to the point where the three guys in the bands had their own male bonding friendship that
surpassed my own understanding. We went on a few tours and everything was going ok until the
bass player (ironically) put the moves on me and due to my recent breakup from a long-term
relationship I stupidly didn’t resist. I guess I had needed a rebound and there was one right in
front of me. We had a secret affair for about a month or so before going public to the band. It was
a stupid and turbulent relationship that ended very badly. I won’t go into the details. It was a
fucking mess. But I’ve told you this story for one reason and one reason only, to tell you the moral
of the story:
*DO NOT SLEEP WITH PEOPLE IN YOUR BAND!!!
(under any circumstances)
•

and bass players are trouble…

If two people are in a relationship and start a band together, that’s a different thing
altogether. What I’m saying is don’t start a romantic involvement with people in your band unless
you are willing to put the future of that band in jeopardy just for your sexual desires. That band I
was in dissolved and most of the reason spawned from the fact that I broke up with the bass
player and he was not silent in telling everyone what an awful lying selfish bitch I am (which
granted I kind of was in that particular awful relationship…but he is also a fucking looser tool…)
Anyway, lesson learned for me. You? Got it?

Needless to say after I had all these turbulent relationships with bass players I decided to
screen future players. When I got a new drummer I did something a friend of mine had said to do:
go get a beer with them before you play any music together. I told him to meet me at a show
and he came and we had a beer, then he came to another show and we had another beer, then we
went out a few other times. I hung out with him for a couple weeks before I even played any music
with him. But the entire time I was screening him for his personality, I wanted to see if we would
get along. And it ended up we became great friends and it’s been one of the longest lasting and
most successful musical relationships I’ve ever had. All because we had beer before jamming. It’s
kind of like getting to know someone before you have sex with them. It’s tempting to rush into
things because you are anxious to make music (or fuck) but usually when you are looking back at
it after you’ve parted ways and hate each others fucking guts you always wonder to yourself why
you ever did that in the first place? Why you rushed in…

The Social Lubricant

Speaking of rushing into sex, one of the things there is never any lack of in the music
business is alcohol. Actually there is no lack of it in the whole entire entertainment industry. But
the issue with being a musician is that 95% of your shows are in bars or clubs that serve alcohol.
Think about it: most people work in an office every day where there is a water cooler and maybe a
vending machine. The only alcohol most people see at work is at the annual Christmas party.
Meanwhile musicians play in clubs every night of the week that almost always have tons of beer,
wine, and liquor. And in some states you can still smoke so you get home from work smelling like
booze and smoke. In general when people go out to a club they get a beer or two, and as a
musician your friends are usually at the show and so you have a beer with them, or fans who want
to hang after a show. Basically you could drink at every show you ever play. Some bands I know
have never played a show sober.
My dad always says “the drunker they are the better you sound”. And some bands play the
kind of music where you have to get shit-faced and dance in order to enjoy it. But regardless of
whether or not your band is a dance jam band or shoegazer downbeat sorta shit; usually the
people watching you are drinking. Basically rock music is synonymous with alcohol. And a lot of

music in general is. Minus maybe folk music played in churches. In general when people go out
“to be entertained” part of that entertainment is usually in the form of alcohol. Or if you happen to
be going to one of those post-Grateful Dead shows (“Rat Dog”, “Phil and Friends”, “The Dead”)
then you can consume a lot more than beer to have a good time…weed, mushrooms, acid,
exctasy…you get the idea.
Musicians almost always get free or cheap alcohol when they perform which is a “perk” of
the job you could say. The only issue with that is if you play music professionally and are at clubs
most nights of the week that have free or cheap alcohol readily available, it doesn’t take much for
you to consume it freely. Hell, it can be a lot of fun. Really the only issue is that it’s not great for
your health and if you do it too much you could develop what some people call “a problem”. (Even
though I still laugh every time I see the bumper sticker “rehab is for quitters”.)
I don’t have to go through music history to tell you about all the rockstars who have either
died of or at the least developed problems with drugs and alcohol. Some OD, some go to rehab,
and some never quit like Keith Richards or Shane MacGowan from the Pogues. And they’re just
some of the ones who have had fame and fortune. Imagine all the people who set out to be stars
but failed…they can get pretty fucked up too. In general it’s a career that can influence you badly
and age you quickly. In many ways it takes a lot of will power not to develop a problem.

All the People out There

One thing I will say is that regardless of all my bitching and moaning about how
tough this career is I definitely have had a lot of fun and met some really cool people. This
picture is one night in Charleston, West Virginia at the Empty Glass with that drunk girl (I’m
the drunk girl on the left and she’s the drunk girl on the right, I don’t smoke…) and some
dude who probably is taking the picture. I was touring with a band and we were gonna go
find a hotel that night but the guy said to us we could crash at his place. We did, and he was

a really nice dude, never saw him again, but it’s people like that, who are friendly, who buy
your CD or get you a beer after you play, offer you their couch, that make it all worthwhile.
Back at home your life is very shaped by the fact that you play music as well. You find
that most of your friends are also musicians, which can be annoying when everyone is
talking about the same shit all the time (whose band is playing at what venue, blah blah
blah…) but also cool in that you all have a common ground. Bands befriend other bands,
they play shows together, they create scenes. Musicians who are friends play in each other’s
bands. Some of them go on tour together. Music is how all those people relate to each
other, it’s their common ground.

Build it and they Will Come

One thing you can do if you’re not too excited about your local music scene is try and
make it better. Start a series at a local club you like and can build a relationship with the
management. Or if you can find a space; host DIY shows. Or house shows in your living
room. And if you happen to have a lot of money, hell, start your own club. It’s really artists
in both small and large communities that have the power to make new and interesting

venues and scenes for musicians to congregate in. Big clubs owned by business people care
very little about what kind of music is being played in their club, they just care about who
brings people and who makes them money. The best way to avoid all that is to find
alternative performance spaces. Or create them.
This is a picture of my loft. I got it over four years ago now. When I found it on
Craigslist it was listed as an artist space. I went to look at it in the middle of winter and it
was cold and the room was empty and dirty. It wasn’t nearly as nice as this picture. But I
could see the raw potential of the space and what I could do there. I knew I could rehearse,
record, and have shows there and that it could open up a whole new set of possibilities for
me in the city. And it did. Not long after I leased it I started having smaller parties and
eventually I had full-blown shows with bands. The need for a good DIY series in Boston was
much larger than I had even anticipated. I didn’t even advertise the shows well at all and
people would come in flocks. Just like in “Field of Dreams” I had built it and they had come.
I had made something that I had wanted to have myself; a cool place to meet people and
other artists in a non-public spot. I wanted to go to a place where I didn’t have to pay a
high cover charge and then spend a bunch of money on bad beer. And I was sick of doing
shows like that myself and having all my friends come and spend their money at a venue
and then only making twenty bucks myself at the end of the night. Meanwhile the club had
made a killing. I wanted to cut out the middleman. Bring music directly to the people and
give the money directly to the musicians.
In the course of hosting shows at my loft other DIY spaces in the city were shut down.
One had an electrical fire, which practically burned the building down and the tenants not
only lost their venue but lots of their belongings. One group was running shows from an
empty wharehouse building they had broken into and eventually got caught by the police.
Another show was busted for not having a liquor license, performance license, and not
being up to fire code. The cops were doing their best to bust down on the DIY scene. Partly
because Massachusetts is a state with too many laws, and partly because the government
wants their cut of everything, including any money you might be making at underground
clubs. I even had a Fire Marshall come to my space and speak to me about my shows, which
he had found out about through the internet. He was actually quite nice and told me what I
could and couldn’t do. He then said some undercover cops might come to my next show. So
I made it a lock down with sign-in and invite only and carding people and avoided anything
that could be perceived as illegal. Plus I stopped posting my shows online. Back to word of
mouth.
I guess the end of this story is that we can’t let the authorities keep us from trying to
help enrich our arts community. However, it doesn’t hurt to make your shows “legal” so that
you can avoid any backlash and fines that could come your way. So now I make it clear to
people that my shows are 21+, that I don’t provide alcohol because I don’t have a liquor
license so people BYOB, that the capacity of the room is only 50 so I created a “lounge” in
our big hallway for the other 50 odd people to hang out and disperse the crowd (our
attendance is usually 75-150). We don’t have a “cover” because you need a performance
license for that but we have a suggested donation, which goes directly to the bands. I also
make sure there is no smoking or drugs done in the building. Just music and some

beverages. And the shows have continued on without any issues from the fuzz since and we
still have a great time at each and every loft show.

Some of my favorite other “DIY” spaces I’ve played at:

*thank you note from a band on the fridge at Ponky Hause Show

-The Spazzatorium Galleria in Greenville, NC. A really cool space that a dude named
Jeff (?) runs in what looks like an unoccupied storefront. Really fun show and really nice
people in that town, and lots of cool art and graffiti all over the walls, it’s clearly an open
space for creation. I played there in March with Ra Ra Riot a few days after SXSW.
-Some dudes basement in Kingston, PA. He took his mother’s basement and painted
the floor a checkered pattern and put red curtains on the walls and Christmas lights on the
ceiling. It’s called “the Black Lodge” and is supposed to resemble that weird room with the
midget in the show Twin Peaks. Pretty fucking awesome.
-New Street in Atlanta, GA is a cool building that these two dudes rent west of the city
in the outskirts. It’s right next to the train tracks so they had a bonfire before the show and
the train went by, it was awesome. The room is really cool and open and they have a
recording set up as well. They had some cheap beer (PBR) and wine (two buck chuck) and
took donations. It was really fun.
-South Union Arts, Chicago IL. It’s basically an abandon looking church with a neon
Jesus above the stage (I’m totally serious). There’s no heat so it can get kind of cold. But

people sit in the pews and you rock out next to the alter (no, I’m totally serious). BYOB style.
Fucking awesome spot.
-Ponky Hause Show, Bloomington IL- these hardcore dudes have shows in their living
room. Our show was kind of on the folky intimate side but they also have huge raging metal
and punk shows. My favorite part was how one of the dudes that lived there made a huge
pot of spagetti for everyone playing and gave us all water in mason jars, it was very clean
and orderly and I felt like I was at a socialist camp. Loved it.
-Flywheel Arts, Easthampton, MA. They recently changed locations but what a cool
weird place. In they old space the front rooms was filled with obscure zines and they take
donations for coffee, tea, pop tarts…It’s run by both young and old ecentric folks. Once I
recorded a CD of holiday tunes there by request from an old dude named Walter.
-Goose Cove Island, Stueben, ME. Every year Curtis has a big festival on his property.
Potluck / BYOB style. There are tons of families and hippies and music all day and night.
People are welcome to camp out all over the land. He has a beautiful house in the woods
that is completely eco-friendly, the toilet is some sort of compost outhouse deal. I was
there last year and someone who knew me said “hey you want to play some songs?” and I
got up there and played a short set on the fly to a lawn full of folks. This year they asked me
back and I’m playing a full set. I can’t wait. It’s a beautiful spot, you can walk to the ocean.
It’s lovely.

Community vs. Continental

*Viva la Vinal Festival, 2nd annual, August 2007

It’s amazing how some people don’t think they’re successful unless they’re music is
heard around the world. It must have something to do with the way our parents raised us.
They were trying to give us some self-confidence so they said things like “You can do
anything you want with your life, ANYHING.” What they failed to tell us is that even though
you can technically try to do just about anything you want to do, it doesn’t mean you will
succeed at doing anything you want. You can’t just say, “I want to be President” and
therefore be it (ask Hillary Clinton). And you can’t just say, “I want to be a famous musician”
and for that to happen. Nope. In fact you can try really hard to do a number of things and
you may just come out empty handed. Yup. They lied to us, those bastards…
But really it’s like that bumper sticker: “think globally, act locally.” I would argue the
same thing for making music. You should pay attention to music from everywhere, you
should tune into the larger world, but when you create something, you should do it locally
and keep your activity based in something that is tangible (at least at first). Your
neighborhood is tangible; the planet is not. This is such a large world that you can work
endlessly just in your own city or state to become known (depending on how big a city or
state you live in). There is plenty to do right at home. And if you can get some momentum
in your hometown then you can take it to the next step. But setting your sights on your
town vs. the world is a good place to start, and maybe even end.
Two summers ago when I was living on a quaint Somerville street, I kept noticing this
cute little garden half way down the hill. Eventually I learned more about it and that it was a
community garden and anyone could become a volunteer there. I did the training and found
out you could hold events there as well. That summer I had my first festival on Vinal Avenue
called “Viva la Vinal Festival”. It was just three bands and a storyteller one Friday evening.
We had a barbaque at my house afterwards. It was so much fun. The next year I had a friend
help me organize as well as some Americorp volunteers and we had the second annual Viva
la Vinal Festival. There were about fifteen to twenty bands and comedians that performed.
A few hundred people from the neighborhood came to the festival over two days. This year
will be the third annual festival.
Community is sometimes the best thing we have to work with that we can actually get
involved with and see progress and ways we can change things. And the local music scene
is very similar to the way any town works. It’s all about who is in it and who is willing to
bring people together and make things happen that create change and help it grow.
In recent times I’ve come to the conclusion that you can change the world by just
changing your neighborhood music scene. By choosing small battles you can actually tackle.
Becoming well-known and respected within your local music scene: doable. Becoming
famous internationally: about as easy as winning the lottery.
Over the course of time I’ve been playing music around this country and in Europe
I’ve meet lots of other musicians who have become my good friends and acquaintances.
Many of them, like me, set out to have their music heard and have played countless shows,
gone on tour, run music series, and lived the life of a “DIY” musician. This next section is a

series of interviews where I ask each band or artist three questions about their thoughts on
DIY touring, their local music scene, and their thoughts and goals in general:

Artist Interviews…(please refer to next excerpt)

